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Learning to Hash With Optimized Anchor
Embedding for Scalable Retrieval
Yuchen Guo, Guiguang Ding, Li Liu, Jungong Han, and Ling Shao, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— Sparse representation and image hashing are1
powerful tools for data representation and image retrieval respec-2
tively. The combinations of these two tools for scalable image3
retrieval, i.e., sparse hashing (SH) methods, have been proposed4
in recent years and the preliminary results are promising. The5
core of those methods is a scheme that can efficiently embed6
the (high-dimensional) image features into a low-dimensional7
Hamming space, while preserving the similarity between features.8
Existing SH methods mostly focus on finding better sparse9
representations of images in the hash space. We argue that the10
anchor set utilized in sparse representation is also crucial, which11
was unfortunately underestimated by the prior art. To this end,12
we propose a novel SH method that optimizes the integration of13
the anchors, such that the features can be better embedded and14
binarized, termed as Sparse Hashing with Optimized Anchor15
Embedding. The central idea is to push the anchors far from the16
axis while preserving their relative positions so as to generate17
similar hashcodes for neighboring features. We formulate this18
idea as an orthogonality constrained maximization problem19
and an efficient and novel optimization framework is system-20
atically exploited. Extensive experiments on five benchmark21
image data sets demonstrate that our method outperforms22
several state-of-the-art related methods.23
Index Terms— Sparse representation, hashing, retrieval,24
scalability, orthogonality, optimization.25
I. INTRODUCTION26
APPROXIMATE Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search has27 become a fundamental paradigm in various applications,28
such as image recognition and image retrieval [1], [2]. Its aimAQ:1 29
is to find some approximate nearest neighbors for a query30
from a collection of data. To cope with large-scale data, many31
techniques for fast ANN search have been proposed in the past.32
One popular pathway is based on trees, e.g. kd-tree [3], which33
has logarithmic retrieval complexity for low-dimensional data.34
However, most tree-based methods may reduce to exhaustive35
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linear scanning for high-dimensional data because of the 36
curse of dimensionality. Another pathway, called hashing [4], 37
represents data by a sequence of binary codes. Benefiting 38
from the binary representation, the storage can be dramatically 39
reduced and the search can be quite efficient, even with a large- 40
scale dataset [5]–[10]. With proper designs, hashing will not 41
necessarily degrade the search accuracy. In view of the above 42
advantages, hashing methods have drawn increasing attention 43
recently from the industry and academia. 44
The key problem in hashing is how to embed the orig- 45
inal features, which are usually high-dimensional floating- 46
point number representations, into the low-dimensional binary 47
Hamming space while the similarity between the original fea- 48
tures can be preserved. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [11], 49
as the most notable and fundamental hashing method, adopts 50
random projections to generate hashcodes. Theoretically, the 51
Hamming distance between those hashcodes can progressively 52
approximate the Euclidean distance between the original fea- 53
tures. But in practice, very long hashcodes (say, 1, 024 bits) 54
are required in this approach so as to achieve satisfactory 55
performance. To address this issue, several learning based 56
methods have been proposed, such as PCA Hashing [12], 57
Spectral Hashing [13], and Iterative Quantization [14]. Though 58
better performance can be obtained, compared to LSH, these 59
methods still suffer from two shortcomings due to the linear 60
projections employed by them: 1) they may fail to preserve 61
the non-linear manifold structure of data; and 2) they may 62
achieve high precision but low recall as the feature space is 63
segmented so finely that data may be scatted in the Hamming 64
space, which leads to extremely low collision probability [15]. 65
Alternatively, methods exploiting non-linear projections [6], 66
[16], [17] have gained increasing popularity due to their 67
superior performance. Specifically, these methods, thanks to 68
the non-linear projections, can better preserve the complicated 69
geometric structure of data, especially the manifold structure. 70
One representative framework is called Sparse Hashing (SH) 71
[6], [16]–[20] since it is based on the Sparse Coding (SC) 72
that was successfully used in image representation [21], [22], 73
classification [23], and denoising [24]. Basically, the algorithm 74
is carried out by two forms of transformation. First, a non- 75
linear transformation converts the original features to the 76
sparse representations. Second, a linear transformation further 77
transfers the sparse representations generated in the previous 78
step to the Hamming space. Generally, non-linear SH methods 79
are capable of overcoming two shortcomings of the linear 80
methods if a proper learning strategy is deployed. However, 81
these two problems, i.e., how to generate effective sparse 82
representations for hashing and how to transform the sparse 83
1057-7149 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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representation into the Hamming space with data similarity84
preserved, still need to be solved.85
In this paper, we propose a novel SH method, aiming at86
preserving the non-linear manifold structure of the original87
features in the Hamming space. In particular, motivated by88
Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [25] and Anchor Graph [17],89
we learn a non-linear locality-preserving dimension reduction90
function via the sparse representation of data. This non-91
linear function secures similar low-dimensional representa-92
tions for neighboring points. After such an effective dimension93
reduction, we can easily generate binary hashcodes from94
the embedded low-dimensional features. When learning this95
function, previous works [6], [16]–[18], [20] only looked into96
the sparse representation of data but ignored the importance97
of the anchors [17] utilized in constructing the sparse rep-98
resentation. We notice that the low-dimensional embedding99
of the anchors has a significant impact on the hash function.100
Specifically, it is discovered that pushing anchors far from101
axis while preserving the geometric structure of them during102
the anchor embedding usually leads to high-quality hashcodes.103
We investigate this phenomenon and mathematically formulate104
the implementation of this idea to an orthogonality constrained105
maximization problem which optimizes the anchor embedding106
with the aim to avoid generating two different hashcodes for107
neighboring low-dimensional points. With such an optimiza-108
tion, the locality of original features can be well preserved and109
better ANN search performance can be achieved. Moreover,110
we put forward an efficient learning algorithm to solve the111
complicated orthogonality constrained optimization problem.112
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,113
we briefly describe some preliminaries and review the related114
hashing works. The proposed SHODE is introduced detailedly115
in Section III. The experimental results and discussion are116
given in Section IV, and we draw conclusions in Section V.117
II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK118
A. Formulation119
Given a set of d-dimensional features X = [x1, ..., xn] ∈120
R
d×n
, we can design a hash function h(·) to generate121
k-bit binary representations, i.e., hashcodes, for them as122
bi = h(xi ) ∈ {−1, 1}k,1 such that the similarity between123
features can be preserved, i.e., similar features have similar124
hashcodes. This idea can be formulated as the following125
learning problem,126
min
h
∑
i, j
si j dH (h(xi ), h(x j )), s.t. C(h), (1)127
where dH is the Hamming distance between hashcodes, si j is128
the similarity between xi and x j , and C(h) is the constraints129
applied to h, for example, we always expect the hashcodes to130
be balanced (∑i bi = 0k) and uncorrelated (BBT = nIk ).131
Since it is difficult, if not impossible, to design an effective132
hash function by directly converting X to hashcodes, a133
two-step strategy is widely adopted [12]–[14], [16]. In the134
first step, the original features X are projected into a135
1In implementation, we can use {0, 1}. In fact, these two representations
are equivalent. So we use {−1, 1} in this paper for convenience as in [17].
TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS IN THIS PAPER
k-dimensional space as Y = [y1, ..., yn] ∈ Rk×n by a 136
projection function φ(·). Because we usually have k < d , this 137
step can be regarded as a dimension reduction step. Then, the 138
low-dimensional embedded representations Y are quantified 139
into binary codes by, in most cases, the sign function as 140
B = [b1, ..., bn] = sign(Y), where sign(x) = 1 if x > 0 141
or −1 otherwise. By doing so, the overall hash function 142
becomes h(·) = sign(φ(·)). In this way, learning h can be 143
achieved by learning φ instead. However, the sign function 144
still makes the learning intractable in many cases [13]. 145
A common solution is to remove the sign function and to 146
further relax the learning problem as a real-valued problem, 147
min
φ
∑
i, j
si j d(φ(xi ), φ(x j )), s.t. C(φ). (2) 148
B. Linear Hashing 149
Several methods [13], [16], [26]–[29] assume a linear 150
projection for φ, i.e., φ(x) = Px, where P ∈ Rk×d is a 151
linear projection matrix. After proper algebra operations and 152
transformations, the learning problem can be rewritten into a 153
simple formulation as follows: 154
max
P
tr(PXSXT PT ), s.t. PPT = Ik, (3) 155
where tr(·) is the trace function, S = [si j ] is the sim- 156
ilarity matrix among training samples, and the orthogonal 157
constraint requires the selected directions to be uncorrelated. 158
S determines what kind of information is preserved depending 159
on the intentions of different methods. The statistics reveal 160
that the majority of existing works choose to preserve the 161
local manifold structure of data [13], [30]. After the above 162
assumption and operations, the problem defined in Eq. (3) can 163
be easily solved. However, since only linear projections are 164
used, these methods may still fail to preserve the similarity.
AQ:5
165
C. Sparse Hashing 166
To preserve the non-linear manifold structure, Sparse 167
Hashing [6], [16]–[18], [20], which learns a non-linear φ, 168
has attracted considerable attention. Given a set of 169
anchors D = [d1, ..., dm ] ∈ Rd×m , a sparse presentation 170
A = [a1, ..., an] ∈ Rm×n is constructed by A = ρ(X, D). This 171
can be done by conventional sparse reconstruction [31] as 172
min
A
‖X − DA‖2F +R(A), s.t. C(A), (4) 173
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where R(A) denotes regularization terms, such as 1-norm174
regularization for sparsity, and other terms like Graph175
regularization [32], and C(A) is a constraint on A. Obviously,176
this method is non-linear. in [19] and [33], such schemes are177
employed, and the sparse codes are then encoded into a set178
of integers which are composed of the nonzero indices. This179
index set sacrifices the advantages of efficient storage and180
speedy binary code matching. Alternatively, in [20], Zhu et al.181
proposed an encoding method in which the binary codes are182
generated by setting nonzero elements in A as 1 and the others183
as 0. The problem of this method lies in its incapability of184
generating compact and balanced representations because of185
the sparsity of A, thereby degrading the quality of hashcodes.186
In addition, Ye and Li [34] proposed the Compact Structure187
Hashing that combines the linear projection learning in Eq. (3)188
and sparse reconstruction in Eq. (4) in a unified objective189
function to simultaneously exploits the non-linear structure of190
data and finds the optimal projection function. However, this191
method intrinsically adopts a linear projection to the Hamming192
space such that it still suffers from the low-recall problem.193
A possible way of solving this problem is the usage of the194
Anchor Graph [17], in which each anchor is either randomly195
sampled from the data or the cluster centroids after applying196
a data clustering algorithm, such as Kmeans. The sparse197
representation can be build in the Anchor Graph as follows:198
a j i =
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
exp(−‖xi − d j‖2/σ 2)∑
j ′∈N (xi ) exp(−‖xi − d j ′‖2/σ 2)
, ∀ j ∈ N (xi )
0, otherwise,
199
(5)200
where N (xi ) is the p-NN of xi in D and σ is the bandwidth201
parameter. The obtained sparse representation is claimed to202
preserve the similarity between data. Obviously, ai has at203
most p nonzero elements, implying that a is sparse. Finally,204
φ(·) is constructed by projecting the sparse representation to205
a low-dimensional space, i.e., φ(x) = Pρ(x, D). To preserve206
the similarity, Liu et al. [17] proposed the Anchor Graph207
Hashing that constructs P by solving an eigenvalue problem208
on the Anchor Graph. Lin et al. [16] proposed the Compressed209
Hashing in which the sampled pi j from N (0, 1/k) can con-210
struct a projection satisfying Restricted Isometry Property [35]211
in Compressed Sensing theory [36]. Similarly, Shen et al. [6]212
proposed an inductive method to construct P. Zhu et al. [37]213
proposed a sparse embedding and least variance encoding214
approach to hashing, which constructs P by solving a recon-215
struction problem and adjusts the projected representation to216
minimize the variance for preserving similarity. Even though217
promising results have been obtained, how to design effective218
ρ and P is still an open issue, which is the focus of this paper.219
Moreover, it is noticed that in recent years many works220
have attempted to combine the deep convolutional neural221
network [38] with hashing, i.e., deep hashing [39]–[43].222
For example, Liong et al. [39] proposed a deep hashing223
method in which the output of the networks is required to224
preserve the supervised similarity. Lai et al. [40] proposed225
a piece-wise function for the network to address the discrete226
optimization problem in deep hashing. Zhang et al. [41]227
presented a network using similarity regularized triplet loss 228
for person re-identification. However, it should be pointed 229
out that these deep hashing approaches should be categorized 230
into the supervised hashing methods in which supervised 231
knowledge (e.g., label information) is required for model 232
training. As is known to all, collecting sufficient supervised 233
knowledge is expensive in many applications [44]. On the 234
contrary, this paper, and many SH methods focus on the 235
unsupervised hashing which only exploits the intrinsic 236
unsupervised information of data and thus they are free from 237
the lack of the supervised knowledge. 238
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 239
Our method follows the framework of SH. Firstly, we 240
construct a sparse representation for the original features in 241
a non-linear manner. Secondly, we linearly project the sparse 242
representation into the low-dimensional space. Thirdly, we 243
obtain hashcodes from low-dimensional embedding using the 244
sign function. The special properties of our projection are 245
1) the low-dimensional embedding preserves the local man- 246
ifold structure of original data, and 2) the similarity structure 247
is preserved as well after the sign quantization. The following 248
two subsections will elaborate on them one by one. Since all 249
involved steps take data similarity preservation into account, 250
the obtained hashcodes, without saying, will naturally preserve 251
the similarity relationship of original features, thus resulting 252
in superior ANN search and image retrieval performance. 253
A. Locality-Preserving Dimension Reduction 254
In this subsection, we will provide an effective method for 255
non-linear dimension reduction based on Sparse Coding which 256
can well preserve the non-linear local manifold structure. 257
Locality-preserving dimension reduction aims to find low- 258
dimensional embedding which can preserve the neighborhood 259
structure or manifold structure of the original data. One 260
representative and seminal work is Locally Linear Embed- 261
ding (LLE) [25] which can find a linear embedding for non- 262
linear manifold. However, LLE does not provide an explicit 263
dimension reduction function for the out-of-sample data (data 264
which is not in the training set). Another celebrated method is 265
called Locality Preserving Projections (LPP) [30] which learns 266
an explicit linear projection function instead. Despite its ability 267
of easily addressing the out-of-sample data, the linear function 268
adopted by LPP may perform worse than the non-linear ones. 269
Although LLE does not provide the projection function for 270
out-of-sample data, it still reveals an important property of 271
the non-linear manifold: local linearity. That is, the manifold 272
structure is locally linear even though it is non-linear globally. 273
Such a property is also utilized in [45] and [46], which can be 274
further interpreted below. Given some points D = [d1, ..., dm] 275
and their corresponding low-dimensional embeddings 276
Y = [y1, ..., ym ] obtained by non-linear methods like LLE, 277
the low-dimensional embedding y for a new data point x is 278
given by 279
y ←
∑
i∈N (x)
ai yi , (6) 280
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Fig. 1. Sparse representation by different methods. (a) by Eq. (5).
(b) by Eq. (7).
whereN (x) is the p-NN of x in D, and ai is the corresponding281
weight. One straightforward way to compute ai is based on282
Eq. (5). But it should be noticed that such a formulation only283
defines the weight and does not reflect the relative position284
between x and N (x). Therefore, the embedding y relying on285
the weight may lose important information. Therefore, to make286
use of the local linearity better, in this paper, we propose to287
generate a by a sparse reconstruction procedure as follows:288
min
a
‖x − Da‖2F , s.t. ai ≥ 0, a j = 0 if j /∈ N (x). (7)289
Here, we require a to be nonnegative so that it can serve as290
“weight”. Moreover, only N (x) is used to reconstruct x for291
preserving the locality. Obviously, the solution a is sparse in292
the sense that it has at most p nonzero elements (p  m).293
By combining Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), the overall dimension294
reduction can be summarized as follows: 1) An anchor set D295
is generated from training data by K-means clustering; 2) We296
find the locality preserving embedding Y for it by a non-297
linear method, called Laplacian Eigenmap [47]. As this step298
is only conducted for the anchor set, there is no need to learn299
a projection function for the out-of-sample data; 3) For a new300
data point x, the sparse representation a is obtained by solving301
Eq. (7); 4) The low-dimensional embedding y is obtained by302
Eq. (6). As a result, the projection function P in our method303
can be considered as the low-dimensional embedding Y of304
the anchor set. Due to the non-linearity in Eq. (7), the entire305
procedure is non-linear as in LLE. Meanwhile, it also has an306
explicit projection function (Eq. (6) and (7)) for out-of-sample307
data. Hence, it can be concluded that our method combines the308
advantages of LLE and LPP but gets rid of their shortcomings.309
Seen from Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), two points that are close310
in the original feature space will also have similar low-311
dimensional representations after the projection, because they312
will choose similar p-NN anchor sets from D. In other words,313
these two points will finally lie very close to the embeddings314
of their corresponding anchor sets, which are also similar.315
Here, we discuss the difference between our sparse repre-316
sentation constructed by Eq. (7) and the widely used version317
expressed in Eq. (5). In principle, representations based on318
Eq. (5) fail to consider the relative position of x and N (x)319
while using Eq. (7) can achieve this goal. An intuitive illus-320
tration is shown in Figure 1, in which x1 and x2 have the same321
p-NN anchors d1 and d2. If we adopt Eq. (5), they will end up 322
with the same sparse representation (shown in bracket) because 323
they have the same distances to the anchors, and the same low- 324
dimensional representation because only distance to anchors 325
is considered, even though they might be different. On the 326
contrary, using Eq. (7) will generate the similar representations 327
but with different values, which is more reasonable in reality. 328
The above analysis clearly states that Eq. (7) and Eq. (6) 329
can lead to non-linear locality-preserving dimension reduction. 330
Then, how to solve Eq. (7) becomes the next problem. Since 331
we are aware of that some elements a j are definitely zero if 332
j /∈ N (x), it is possible to simplify Eq. (7) by discarding zero 333
elements and only focusing on the possibly non-zero ones: 334
min
a˜
‖x − D˜a˜‖2F s.t. a˜i ≥ 0, (8) 335
where D˜ ∈ Rd×p is the p-NN of x in D and a˜ ∈ Rp . Since D˜ 336
contains mixed signs and a˜ is constrained to be nonnegative, 337
Eq. (8) is actually a Semi-nonnegative Matrix Factoriza- 338
tion (SNMF) problem, which has been extensively studied 339
in [48]. An effective and efficient optimization algorithm for 340
Eq. (8) consists of two steps: 1) a˜ is randomly initialized 341
by non-negative values, and 2) the following multiplicative 342
updating rule is iteratively applied until a˜ arrives at a stationary 343
point, 344
a˜i ← a˜i
√√√√ (D˜T x)
+
i + [(D˜T D˜)−a˜]i
(D˜T x)−i + [(D˜T D˜)+a˜]i
, (9) 345
where M+ = 12 (|M| + M) and M− = 12 (|M| − M). The 346
above updating rule guarantees a local convergence of the 347
optimization. Please refer to [48] for more details. In our 348
experiments, we find that 10 to 20 iterations can lead to 349
satisfactory performance because p is usually quite small such 350
that the optimization problem is simple enough in most cases. 351
B. Optimized Anchor Embedding 352
Until now, we have introduced the non-linear locality- 353
preserving dimension reduction method, which can exploit the 354
non-linear manifold structure and has an explicit function for 355
out-of-sample data. However, there is a sign function between 356
the low-dimensional representation and the hashcode. In order 357
to preserve manifold structure in the final hashcodes, it is 358
necessary to further consider the influence of the sign function. 359
From Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) in the previous subsection, it can 360
be observed that a point will fall close to the low-dimensional 361
embedding of its p-NN anchors. Hence, the embedding of the 362
anchor set is certainly influential on the quality of hashcodes. 363
We take Figure 2(a) as an example to further explain it. 364
In this figure, red triangles represent embeddings of anchors. 365
The surrounding circles represent points that lie close to the 366
corresponding anchors.2 In good cases, near points in a circle 367
are in the same quadrant so that they will obtain the same 368
hashcodes after that sign function. In this way, the similarity 369
between data can be preserved. On the contrary, in bad cases, 370
2We use circles for the convenience of illustration. The real-world situation
is surely more complicated but intrinsically it has the same problem.
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Fig. 2. The influence of anchor embedding. (a) Original embedding.
(b) Optimized embedding.
points in a circle may fall into different quadrants resulting in371
different hashcodes after applying the sign function. In such372
situations, the similarity is no longer preserved in hashcodes.373
To avoid the bad cases, we need to adjust the embedding of374
the anchor set such that it can better preserve the similarity375
after the sign function while the initial properties in the376
embedding are retained, as illustrated in Figure 2(b). Previous377
SH methods [6], [16]–[18], [20] mostly ignored the influence378
of the anchor set but focused on the sparse representation379
only. From the above discussion, the conclusion is clear: the380
anchor set embedding plays an important role in SH methods.381
Next, we continue to introduce how to optimize the anchor382
embedding.383
From Figure 2, we can observe that the bad cases usually384
happen when the embeddings of anchors lie close to the385
coordinate axis because such a point by nature is likely to386
fall into the other side of axis and thereby obtain different387
hashcodes after the sign function. To prevent it, our intuitive388
idea is to push the close-to-axis anchors far from axis while389
preserving the geometric structure. We carry out a two-step390
scheme here to implement our idea, in which an anchor-391
embedding initialization step is followed by an anchor rotation392
step. In our scheme, the initial embedding of anchors Y is393
obtained by means of Laplacian Eigenmap [47] which solves394
the optimization problem below,395
min
Y
tr(YLYT ), s.t. YMYT = Ik, YM1m = 0, (10)396
where SD ∈ Rm×m is a pD-NN graph constructed from D,397
M is a diagonal matrix with elements Mii = ∑ j Si j , and398
L = M − SD is the Laplacian of the graph. This problem can399
be transferred to a generalized eigenvalue problem Lv = λMv,400
and can be solved by selecting the eigenvectors corresponding401
to the smallest k positive eigenvalues. After the above initial-402
ization step, it is very likely that many anchor embeddings403
are close to axis, which is harmful for hashing as we have404
explained before. In the second step of our scheme, we apply405
a rotation to Y subject to a condition that the optimized anchor406
embedding Y˜ after rotation is also the solution to Eq. (10). To407
do so, one good choice is the exploitation of an orthogonal408
rotation matrix R ∈ Rk×k (RRT = Ik and RT R = Ik), and409
set Y˜ = RY. Because we have tr(RYLYT RT ) = tr(YLYT ),410
RYMYT RT = RIkRT = Ik , and RYM1m = R0 = 0, Y˜ turns411
out to be also a solution of Eq. (10), meaning that the original 412
geometric structure in Y is perfectly preserved after a rotation 413
operation. 414
At this point, our goal becomes finding an orthogonal 415
rotation matrix R for Y such that fewer points after the rotation 416
operation (i.e., in RY) lie close to the axis, which can be 417
formulated as maximizing the total distance between RY and 418
axis below 419
max
R
O =
∑
i j
|(RY)i j |r , s.t. RRT = RT R = Ik . (11) 420
In fact, there is still an argument: a rotation can push a close- 421
to-axis anchor far from the axis, and meanwhile, it can also 422
make a far-from-axis anchor closer to the axis. This is true, 423
but the problem is not that vital. Seen from Figure 2, pushing 424
a close-to-axis anchor far is more important, because a subtle 425
change in a close-to-axis anchor can significantly reduce the 426
number of points falling into different quadrants which results 427
in different hashcodes. However, even a huge change in a far- 428
from-axis anchor may not make any difference as long as it 429
is not very close to the axis. In view of this observation, we 430
set the power parameter r ∈ (0, 1) such that the change in the 431
smaller entries has more effect on O than the larger entries. 432
Next, we need to solve this orthogonality constrained 433
optimization problem (11). The basic idea is to construct a 434
gradient flow in the feasible set which keeps increasing O 435
until it reaches a stationary point [49]. Specifically, we adopt 436
an iterative algorithm, in which the rotation R is randomly 437
initialized. At the t-th iteration, the upgradient of O at Rt is: 438
Ut = −DO(Rt ) = −r · sign(Rt Y) ◦ |Rt Y|r−1YT , (12) 439
where ◦ denotes element-wise multiplication between two 440
matrices, |·|r−1 refers to the element-wise power operation for 441
a matrix.3 A traditional gradient method will move the current 442
point along this direction with a proper step size to obtain 443
the next point. However, the new point will fail to satisfy 444
the constraint, i.e., it is not in the feasible set. Instead, the 445
upgradient is first transformed to a skew-symmetric matrix 446
Wt = Ut RTt − Rt UTt . (13) 447
We use a Crank-Nicolson-like scheme [50] for the next point: 448
Rt+1 = Rt − τWt (Rt + Rt+12 ), (14) 449
where τ is a step size satisfying Armijo-Wolfe conditions [51]. 450
Solving the above equation offers us the updating rule below: 451
Rt+1 = (Ik + τ2 Wt )
−1(Ik − τ2 Wt )Rt . (15) 452
The above rule is called Cayley transformation. Considering 453
Wt is a skew-symmetric matrix, i.e., WTt = −Wt , the matrix 454
Ik + τ2 Wt is definitely invertible and Rt+1 is orthogonal. Such 455
an updating rule will increase the value of O until conver- 456
gence. Please refer to [49, Lemma 3] for the detailed proof. 457
The overall learning algorithm for SHODE is summarized 458
3Because r ∈ (0, 1), a numeric problem may happen if (RY)i j = 0. So in
the implementation, we add a small number  (say, 10−6) to |(RY)i j |.
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Algorithm 1 Learning SHODE
in Algorithm 1, which at last outputs two key parts for the459
hashing function φ: the anchor set D and the projection P.460
For a new data point x, we first find p-NN from D and461
obtain D˜. Afterwards, we generate sparse representation a by462
solving Eq. (8). Next, we obtain a low-dimensional embedding463
y = Pa. Finally, the binary hashcode is given by h = sign(y).464
C. Complexity Analysis465
The training time of Algorithm 1 basically consists of466
3 parts. The first part is the K-means in line 1. Suppose467
Kmeans stops at the t1-th iteration, the time complexity is468
O(nmdt1). The second part is to seek the initial embedding469
described in lines 2 to 4. Precisely, constructing a pD-NN470
graph needs O(m2d + mpD), and solving Eq. (10) requires471
O(mkpDt2) if the Lanczos algorithm [52] is adopted, where t2472
means the iteration number which is usually rather small [53].473
The third part is learning R, which can be further decom-474
posed into computing Ut by Eq. (12) (O(mk2)), computing475
Wt by Eq. (13) (O(k3)), and computing Rt+1 by Eq. (15)476
(O(k3)). Suppose the iteration depicted from lines 6 to 10477
converges at t3, the total time complexity for learning R is478
O((mk2 +k3)t3). Adding them up, the overall complexity will479
be O(nmdt1 + m2d + mpD + mkpDt2 + (mk2 + k3)t3).480
Given a new data point x, the complexity to generate hash-481
codes is as follows. Searching p-NN from D needs O(pmd).482
Solving Eq. (8) via Eq. (15) requires O((pd + p2d + p2)t),483
where t is the number of iterations. And generating the low-484
dimensional representation by Eq. (6) has the complexity485
of O(pk). Therefore, the overall complexity is O(pm +(pd +486
p2d+p2)t+pk). Because t and p are usually small in practice,487
this complexity is comparable to the method in [16] and [17].488
IV. EXPERIMENTS489
A. Datasets, Metrics, Baselines and Details490
To demonstrate the effectiveness of SHODE, we adopt five491
widely used benchmark datasets for evaluation. The first one492
is CIFAR-10 [54] consisting of 60, 000 images which are493
manually divided into 10 classes each with 6, 000 images.494
Each image is represented by a 512-dimensional GIST [55]495
feature. The second one is MNIST which has 70, 000 images496
TABLE II
THE STATISTICS OF DATASETS
of handwritten digits from ‘0’ to ‘9’. The 784-dimensional 497
gray scale feature is utilized to represent each image. The third 498
dataset is NUS-WIDE [56] with 186, 577 images and each 499
image is annotated by at least one of ten classes. Each image is 500
represented by a 500-dimensional bag-of-visual-words feature 501
based on SIFT [57]. The forth dataset is SIFT1M [12] which 502
contains more than 1 million SIFT points. The fifth dataset is 503
CIFAR-100 which is similar to CIFAR-10. It has 100 classes 504
and each class has 600 images. For CIFAR-100, we adopt 505
the deep features for images which are extracted by the 506
ILSVRC2014 challenge winner GoogLeNet [58] pre-trained 507
on ImageNet. Specifically, we adopt the outputs of the last 508
fully-connected layer as the feature for each image which 509
is a 1, 024-dimensional vector. For CIFAR-10, MNIST, and 510
CIFAR-100, 10, 000 samples are randomly selected as the 511
query set and the remaining samples form the database. For 512
NUS-WIDE, 1% (1, 866) images are randomly sampled as the 513
query set, while the remaining images make up the database. 514
We refer to TableII for more detailed statistics of them. 515
We adopt two retrieval procedures, i.e., Hamming rank- 516
ing and hash lookup. Hamming ranking first computes the 517
Hamming distance between the query and all points in the 518
database and then sorts points by the distance. Points with 519
smaller distances are first returned. Hamming ranking needs a 520
linear scanning of the database. But since only bit operations 521
are required, it is usually very fast in practice. Hash lookup 522
emphasizes more on retrieval speed because it has constant 523
query time [17] with a single hash table. Following [13], [17], 524
we search within Hamming radius 2 to retrieve neighbors for 525
each query. For a Hamming ranking, we employ Precision- 526
recall curve, Precision curve and Recall curve as evaluation 527
metrics, in which the former shows the precision at different 528
recall levels, the middle reflects the precision level w.r.t. the 529
number of retrieved samples, and the latter reflects the recall 530
level w.r.t. the number of retrieved samples. On top of them, 531
mean Average Precision (mAP) defined as the area under 532
Precision-recall curve is also used. For hash lookup, we use 533
F-measure and Recall within Hamming radius 2 as metrics, 534
in which the former is the harmonic average of precision and 535
recall. For CIFAR-10, MNIST, NUS-WIDE and CIFAR-100, 536
images sharing class labels with the query are considered as 537
true positives. For SIFT1M, following [6], [59], the closest 2 538
percent of database points to the query measured by the 539
Euclidean distance are defined as the true positives of a query. 540
We employ the following unsupervised hashing methods as 541
baselines, Anchor Graph Hashing (AGH) [17], Compressed 542
Hashing (CH) [16], Compact Structure Hashing (CSH) [34], 543
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Fig. 3. Results on CIFAR-10 dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve,
64 bits. (e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
Harmonious Hashing (HamH) [59], Inductive Manifold Hash-544
ing (IMH) [6] with LE and ITQ, Isotropic Hashing (IsoH) [60],545
Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [14], Sparse Embedding and546
Least Variance Encoding (SELVE) [37], and Spectral Hash-547
ing (SpH) [13]. For Ch, CSH, and HamH, we implemented548
them ourselves. And we used the author-provided codes for the549
other methods. IMH, AGH, and CH, as well as Sparse Hashing550
methods like SHODE, rely on two parameters. The first is the551
size of the anchor set, i.e., m, and the second is p for searching552
p-NN from anchor set to construct sparse representation a for553
a new data point. For a meaningful comparison, we perform554
grid search (m ∈ [100 : 100 : 2000] and p ∈ [1 : 10]) and555
report the best results of them. For the other baselines like556
ITQ, we use the default settings provided by their authors557
since most of them do not have important model parameters.558
Moreover, because this paper focuses on the unsupervised559
setting where no supervision is provided, thereby not560
comparing it to the supervised hashing methods, like561
Kernelized Supervised Hashing [61] and deep hashing562
methods shown in Section II.563
When compared to baselines, we consistently use the564
following settings. To generate the anchor set, we run565
K-means and stop at the 100th iteration, and the anchor set566
size is m = 1, 000. To generate initial embedding Y by567
Laplacian Eigenmap, we set pD = 5 with the Heat kernel.568
In Algorithm 1, the power parameter r is set to 0.5, p is set to569
3 for constructing sparse representation a, and when solving a˜570
iteratively by Eq. (8), we terminate at the 20th iteration. The571
effect of two key parameters, m and p, will be shown later.572
Experiments are conducted on a computer with Intel Core573
i7-2600 CPU and 16GB RAM. All numeric results reported574
in this paper are the average values of 25 repeated runs.575
B. Results and Discussions 576
The results on five datasets are shown in Figures 3 to 7 577
respectively. It can be observed that SHODE significantly 578
outperforms the baselines. Besides, the results also reveal the 579
following important points. 1) SHODE and IMH achieve the 580
best performance, especially when measured by F-measure 581
with long hashcodes. This is because they adopt non-linear 582
projection which can better preserve the manifold structure. 583
In addition, their non-linear function can avoid over- 584
segmentation of space as in linear methods like ITQ, which 585
increases the collision probability in the hashtable. Thus, they 586
can retrieve more points (high recall) with high precision, 587
which highlights the advantage of SH. 2) SHODE takes the 588
influence of anchors on hashcodes into consideration and 589
finds the optimal embedding of anchors, thereby improving 590
the quality of hashcodes. In comparison with other Sparse 591
Hashing methods that completely neglect the effect of anchor 592
embedding, e.g., IMH and AGH, our performance is much 593
better than theirs. 594
In addition, to evaluate the significance of the improvements 595
by SHODE over the other baseline methods, we perform 596
paired-sample t-test on all datasets with different hashcode 597
length. In our experiment, we perform 25 repeated runs for 598
each hashcode length with random data split and all methods 599
follow the same data split. For each method, we take the 600
corresponding mAP values of 25 runs as samples from its 601
mAP distribution, and compare them between algorithms for 602
the significant tests. The significance level is set to 0.01 603
as a typical value. The results show that the p-value in 604
almost all significance tests between SHODE and the other 605
baseline methods is smaller than 10−7, which is far less 606
than the significance level 0.01, indicating that the improve- 607
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Fig. 4. Results on MNIST dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve, 64 bits.
(e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
Fig. 5. Results on NUS-WIDE dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve,
64 bits. (e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
ments gained by SHODE over the baselines are statistically608
significant.609
The effects of m and p on system performance are shown610
in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) respectively. Seen from the results,611
on the one hand, if m is too small, the non-linear manifold612
cannot be well preserved. On the other hand, increasing m can613
help to improve the performance in the beginning but it will 614
be saturated at a certain point, which means further increase 615
of m after this point does not improve the performance that 616
much. Differently, varying value p within a certain range 617
(e.g., p < 20) does not seem to influence the performance 618
dramatically in the sense that the p-mAP curve looks like a 619
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Fig. 6. Results on SIFT1M dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve, 64 bits.
(e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
Fig. 7. Results on CIFAR-100 dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve,
64 bits. (e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
flat line. However, if p is too large (say, 50), anchors not620
close to data will be selected to compute a, which will break621
the locality and decrease the performance. Figure 8(c) shows622
the objective function value in Eq. (11) w.r.t. the number of623
iterations. We can observe the objective function can increase624
steadily with more iterations and will converge within 100 iter-625
ations, which validates the effectiveness of Algorithm 1.626
Figure 8(d) plots the mAP w.r.t. the number of iterations 627
in Algorithm 1. It can be observed that mAP value keeps 628
increasing with more iterations until the algorithm converges. 629
In addition, there is an important result we need to mention 630
that the mAP of SHODE at iteration 0 is much worse than 631
the optimal mAP. In fact, at iteration 0, the anchor embedding 632
is not optimized at all. This phenomenon demonstrates that 633
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Fig. 8. Effects on parameters (all under 32 bits). (a) Effect of m (p = 3). (b) Effect of p (m = 1, 000). (c) Convergence study. (d) mAP w.r.t. #iteration.
1) the anchor embedding is indeed important for sparse634
hashing and optimizing the embedding of anchors does lead to635
higher hashing quality, and 2) with better anchor embedding,636
SHODE performs better, which is also the motivation of this637
paper.638
V. CONCLUSION639
In this paper, we proposed a novel Sparse Hashing method,640
namely SHODE, for scalable retrieval. Based on the sparse641
representation, a non-linear locality-preserving dimension642
reduction method was presented. Moreover, we discovered643
the importance of the anchor embedding for Sparse Hashing644
and proposed a novel method to find the optimized anchor645
embedding. An efficient learning algorithm was given for opti-646
mization. Extensive experiments on five benchmark datasets647
have verified our motivation and the superiority of SHODE.648
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Learning to Hash With Optimized Anchor
Embedding for Scalable Retrieval
Yuchen Guo, Guiguang Ding, Li Liu, Jungong Han, and Ling Shao, Senior Member, IEEE
Abstract— Sparse representation and image hashing are1
powerful tools for data representation and image retrieval respec-2
tively. The combinations of these two tools for scalable image3
retrieval, i.e., sparse hashing (SH) methods, have been proposed4
in recent years and the preliminary results are promising. The5
core of those methods is a scheme that can efficiently embed6
the (high-dimensional) image features into a low-dimensional7
Hamming space, while preserving the similarity between features.8
Existing SH methods mostly focus on finding better sparse9
representations of images in the hash space. We argue that the10
anchor set utilized in sparse representation is also crucial, which11
was unfortunately underestimated by the prior art. To this end,12
we propose a novel SH method that optimizes the integration of13
the anchors, such that the features can be better embedded and14
binarized, termed as Sparse Hashing with Optimized Anchor15
Embedding. The central idea is to push the anchors far from the16
axis while preserving their relative positions so as to generate17
similar hashcodes for neighboring features. We formulate this18
idea as an orthogonality constrained maximization problem19
and an efficient and novel optimization framework is system-20
atically exploited. Extensive experiments on five benchmark21
image data sets demonstrate that our method outperforms22
several state-of-the-art related methods.23
Index Terms— Sparse representation, hashing, retrieval,24
scalability, orthogonality, optimization.25
I. INTRODUCTION26
APPROXIMATE Nearest Neighbor (ANN) search has27 become a fundamental paradigm in various applications,28
such as image recognition and image retrieval [1], [2]. Its aimAQ:1 29
is to find some approximate nearest neighbors for a query30
from a collection of data. To cope with large-scale data, many31
techniques for fast ANN search have been proposed in the past.32
One popular pathway is based on trees, e.g. kd-tree [3], which33
has logarithmic retrieval complexity for low-dimensional data.34
However, most tree-based methods may reduce to exhaustive35
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linear scanning for high-dimensional data because of the 36
curse of dimensionality. Another pathway, called hashing [4], 37
represents data by a sequence of binary codes. Benefiting 38
from the binary representation, the storage can be dramatically 39
reduced and the search can be quite efficient, even with a large- 40
scale dataset [5]–[10]. With proper designs, hashing will not 41
necessarily degrade the search accuracy. In view of the above 42
advantages, hashing methods have drawn increasing attention 43
recently from the industry and academia. 44
The key problem in hashing is how to embed the orig- 45
inal features, which are usually high-dimensional floating- 46
point number representations, into the low-dimensional binary 47
Hamming space while the similarity between the original fea- 48
tures can be preserved. Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH) [11], 49
as the most notable and fundamental hashing method, adopts 50
random projections to generate hashcodes. Theoretically, the 51
Hamming distance between those hashcodes can progressively 52
approximate the Euclidean distance between the original fea- 53
tures. But in practice, very long hashcodes (say, 1, 024 bits) 54
are required in this approach so as to achieve satisfactory 55
performance. To address this issue, several learning based 56
methods have been proposed, such as PCA Hashing [12], 57
Spectral Hashing [13], and Iterative Quantization [14]. Though 58
better performance can be obtained, compared to LSH, these 59
methods still suffer from two shortcomings due to the linear 60
projections employed by them: 1) they may fail to preserve 61
the non-linear manifold structure of data; and 2) they may 62
achieve high precision but low recall as the feature space is 63
segmented so finely that data may be scatted in the Hamming 64
space, which leads to extremely low collision probability [15]. 65
Alternatively, methods exploiting non-linear projections [6], 66
[16], [17] have gained increasing popularity due to their 67
superior performance. Specifically, these methods, thanks to 68
the non-linear projections, can better preserve the complicated 69
geometric structure of data, especially the manifold structure. 70
One representative framework is called Sparse Hashing (SH) 71
[6], [16]–[20] since it is based on the Sparse Coding (SC) 72
that was successfully used in image representation [21], [22], 73
classification [23], and denoising [24]. Basically, the algorithm 74
is carried out by two forms of transformation. First, a non- 75
linear transformation converts the original features to the 76
sparse representations. Second, a linear transformation further 77
transfers the sparse representations generated in the previous 78
step to the Hamming space. Generally, non-linear SH methods 79
are capable of overcoming two shortcomings of the linear 80
methods if a proper learning strategy is deployed. However, 81
these two problems, i.e., how to generate effective sparse 82
representations for hashing and how to transform the sparse 83
1057-7149 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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representation into the Hamming space with data similarity84
preserved, still need to be solved.85
In this paper, we propose a novel SH method, aiming at86
preserving the non-linear manifold structure of the original87
features in the Hamming space. In particular, motivated by88
Locally Linear Embedding (LLE) [25] and Anchor Graph [17],89
we learn a non-linear locality-preserving dimension reduction90
function via the sparse representation of data. This non-91
linear function secures similar low-dimensional representa-92
tions for neighboring points. After such an effective dimension93
reduction, we can easily generate binary hashcodes from94
the embedded low-dimensional features. When learning this95
function, previous works [6], [16]–[18], [20] only looked into96
the sparse representation of data but ignored the importance97
of the anchors [17] utilized in constructing the sparse rep-98
resentation. We notice that the low-dimensional embedding99
of the anchors has a significant impact on the hash function.100
Specifically, it is discovered that pushing anchors far from101
axis while preserving the geometric structure of them during102
the anchor embedding usually leads to high-quality hashcodes.103
We investigate this phenomenon and mathematically formulate104
the implementation of this idea to an orthogonality constrained105
maximization problem which optimizes the anchor embedding106
with the aim to avoid generating two different hashcodes for107
neighboring low-dimensional points. With such an optimiza-108
tion, the locality of original features can be well preserved and109
better ANN search performance can be achieved. Moreover,110
we put forward an efficient learning algorithm to solve the111
complicated orthogonality constrained optimization problem.112
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,113
we briefly describe some preliminaries and review the related114
hashing works. The proposed SHODE is introduced detailedly115
in Section III. The experimental results and discussion are116
given in Section IV, and we draw conclusions in Section V.117
II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK118
A. Formulation119
Given a set of d-dimensional features X = [x1, ..., xn] ∈120
R
d×n
, we can design a hash function h(·) to generate121
k-bit binary representations, i.e., hashcodes, for them as122
bi = h(xi ) ∈ {−1, 1}k,1 such that the similarity between123
features can be preserved, i.e., similar features have similar124
hashcodes. This idea can be formulated as the following125
learning problem,126
min
h
∑
i, j
si j dH (h(xi ), h(x j )), s.t. C(h), (1)127
where dH is the Hamming distance between hashcodes, si j is128
the similarity between xi and x j , and C(h) is the constraints129
applied to h, for example, we always expect the hashcodes to130
be balanced (∑i bi = 0k) and uncorrelated (BBT = nIk ).131
Since it is difficult, if not impossible, to design an effective132
hash function by directly converting X to hashcodes, a133
two-step strategy is widely adopted [12]–[14], [16]. In the134
first step, the original features X are projected into a135
1In implementation, we can use {0, 1}. In fact, these two representations
are equivalent. So we use {−1, 1} in this paper for convenience as in [17].
TABLE I
NOTATIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS IN THIS PAPER
k-dimensional space as Y = [y1, ..., yn] ∈ Rk×n by a 136
projection function φ(·). Because we usually have k < d , this 137
step can be regarded as a dimension reduction step. Then, the 138
low-dimensional embedded representations Y are quantified 139
into binary codes by, in most cases, the sign function as 140
B = [b1, ..., bn] = sign(Y), where sign(x) = 1 if x > 0 141
or −1 otherwise. By doing so, the overall hash function 142
becomes h(·) = sign(φ(·)). In this way, learning h can be 143
achieved by learning φ instead. However, the sign function 144
still makes the learning intractable in many cases [13]. 145
A common solution is to remove the sign function and to 146
further relax the learning problem as a real-valued problem, 147
min
φ
∑
i, j
si j d(φ(xi ), φ(x j )), s.t. C(φ). (2) 148
B. Linear Hashing 149
Several methods [13], [16], [26]–[29] assume a linear 150
projection for φ, i.e., φ(x) = Px, where P ∈ Rk×d is a 151
linear projection matrix. After proper algebra operations and 152
transformations, the learning problem can be rewritten into a 153
simple formulation as follows: 154
max
P
tr(PXSXT PT ), s.t. PPT = Ik, (3) 155
where tr(·) is the trace function, S = [si j ] is the sim- 156
ilarity matrix among training samples, and the orthogonal 157
constraint requires the selected directions to be uncorrelated. 158
S determines what kind of information is preserved depending 159
on the intentions of different methods. The statistics reveal 160
that the majority of existing works choose to preserve the 161
local manifold structure of data [13], [30]. After the above 162
assumption and operations, the problem defined in Eq. (3) can 163
be easily solved. However, since only linear projections are 164
used, these methods may still fail to preserve the similarity.
AQ:5
165
C. Sparse Hashing 166
To preserve the non-linear manifold structure, Sparse 167
Hashing [6], [16]–[18], [20], which learns a non-linear φ, 168
has attracted considerable attention. Given a set of 169
anchors D = [d1, ..., dm ] ∈ Rd×m , a sparse presentation 170
A = [a1, ..., an] ∈ Rm×n is constructed by A = ρ(X, D). This 171
can be done by conventional sparse reconstruction [31] as 172
min
A
‖X − DA‖2F +R(A), s.t. C(A), (4) 173
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where R(A) denotes regularization terms, such as 1-norm174
regularization for sparsity, and other terms like Graph175
regularization [32], and C(A) is a constraint on A. Obviously,176
this method is non-linear. in [19] and [33], such schemes are177
employed, and the sparse codes are then encoded into a set178
of integers which are composed of the nonzero indices. This179
index set sacrifices the advantages of efficient storage and180
speedy binary code matching. Alternatively, in [20], Zhu et al.181
proposed an encoding method in which the binary codes are182
generated by setting nonzero elements in A as 1 and the others183
as 0. The problem of this method lies in its incapability of184
generating compact and balanced representations because of185
the sparsity of A, thereby degrading the quality of hashcodes.186
In addition, Ye and Li [34] proposed the Compact Structure187
Hashing that combines the linear projection learning in Eq. (3)188
and sparse reconstruction in Eq. (4) in a unified objective189
function to simultaneously exploits the non-linear structure of190
data and finds the optimal projection function. However, this191
method intrinsically adopts a linear projection to the Hamming192
space such that it still suffers from the low-recall problem.193
A possible way of solving this problem is the usage of the194
Anchor Graph [17], in which each anchor is either randomly195
sampled from the data or the cluster centroids after applying196
a data clustering algorithm, such as Kmeans. The sparse197
representation can be build in the Anchor Graph as follows:198
a j i =
⎧
⎪⎨
⎪⎩
exp(−‖xi − d j‖2/σ 2)∑
j ′∈N (xi ) exp(−‖xi − d j ′‖2/σ 2)
, ∀ j ∈ N (xi )
0, otherwise,
199
(5)200
where N (xi ) is the p-NN of xi in D and σ is the bandwidth201
parameter. The obtained sparse representation is claimed to202
preserve the similarity between data. Obviously, ai has at203
most p nonzero elements, implying that a is sparse. Finally,204
φ(·) is constructed by projecting the sparse representation to205
a low-dimensional space, i.e., φ(x) = Pρ(x, D). To preserve206
the similarity, Liu et al. [17] proposed the Anchor Graph207
Hashing that constructs P by solving an eigenvalue problem208
on the Anchor Graph. Lin et al. [16] proposed the Compressed209
Hashing in which the sampled pi j from N (0, 1/k) can con-210
struct a projection satisfying Restricted Isometry Property [35]211
in Compressed Sensing theory [36]. Similarly, Shen et al. [6]212
proposed an inductive method to construct P. Zhu et al. [37]213
proposed a sparse embedding and least variance encoding214
approach to hashing, which constructs P by solving a recon-215
struction problem and adjusts the projected representation to216
minimize the variance for preserving similarity. Even though217
promising results have been obtained, how to design effective218
ρ and P is still an open issue, which is the focus of this paper.219
Moreover, it is noticed that in recent years many works220
have attempted to combine the deep convolutional neural221
network [38] with hashing, i.e., deep hashing [39]–[43].222
For example, Liong et al. [39] proposed a deep hashing223
method in which the output of the networks is required to224
preserve the supervised similarity. Lai et al. [40] proposed225
a piece-wise function for the network to address the discrete226
optimization problem in deep hashing. Zhang et al. [41]227
presented a network using similarity regularized triplet loss 228
for person re-identification. However, it should be pointed 229
out that these deep hashing approaches should be categorized 230
into the supervised hashing methods in which supervised 231
knowledge (e.g., label information) is required for model 232
training. As is known to all, collecting sufficient supervised 233
knowledge is expensive in many applications [44]. On the 234
contrary, this paper, and many SH methods focus on the 235
unsupervised hashing which only exploits the intrinsic 236
unsupervised information of data and thus they are free from 237
the lack of the supervised knowledge. 238
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD 239
Our method follows the framework of SH. Firstly, we 240
construct a sparse representation for the original features in 241
a non-linear manner. Secondly, we linearly project the sparse 242
representation into the low-dimensional space. Thirdly, we 243
obtain hashcodes from low-dimensional embedding using the 244
sign function. The special properties of our projection are 245
1) the low-dimensional embedding preserves the local man- 246
ifold structure of original data, and 2) the similarity structure 247
is preserved as well after the sign quantization. The following 248
two subsections will elaborate on them one by one. Since all 249
involved steps take data similarity preservation into account, 250
the obtained hashcodes, without saying, will naturally preserve 251
the similarity relationship of original features, thus resulting 252
in superior ANN search and image retrieval performance. 253
A. Locality-Preserving Dimension Reduction 254
In this subsection, we will provide an effective method for 255
non-linear dimension reduction based on Sparse Coding which 256
can well preserve the non-linear local manifold structure. 257
Locality-preserving dimension reduction aims to find low- 258
dimensional embedding which can preserve the neighborhood 259
structure or manifold structure of the original data. One 260
representative and seminal work is Locally Linear Embed- 261
ding (LLE) [25] which can find a linear embedding for non- 262
linear manifold. However, LLE does not provide an explicit 263
dimension reduction function for the out-of-sample data (data 264
which is not in the training set). Another celebrated method is 265
called Locality Preserving Projections (LPP) [30] which learns 266
an explicit linear projection function instead. Despite its ability 267
of easily addressing the out-of-sample data, the linear function 268
adopted by LPP may perform worse than the non-linear ones. 269
Although LLE does not provide the projection function for 270
out-of-sample data, it still reveals an important property of 271
the non-linear manifold: local linearity. That is, the manifold 272
structure is locally linear even though it is non-linear globally. 273
Such a property is also utilized in [45] and [46], which can be 274
further interpreted below. Given some points D = [d1, ..., dm] 275
and their corresponding low-dimensional embeddings 276
Y = [y1, ..., ym ] obtained by non-linear methods like LLE, 277
the low-dimensional embedding y for a new data point x is 278
given by 279
y ←
∑
i∈N (x)
ai yi , (6) 280
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Fig. 1. Sparse representation by different methods. (a) by Eq. (5).
(b) by Eq. (7).
whereN (x) is the p-NN of x in D, and ai is the corresponding281
weight. One straightforward way to compute ai is based on282
Eq. (5). But it should be noticed that such a formulation only283
defines the weight and does not reflect the relative position284
between x and N (x). Therefore, the embedding y relying on285
the weight may lose important information. Therefore, to make286
use of the local linearity better, in this paper, we propose to287
generate a by a sparse reconstruction procedure as follows:288
min
a
‖x − Da‖2F , s.t. ai ≥ 0, a j = 0 if j /∈ N (x). (7)289
Here, we require a to be nonnegative so that it can serve as290
“weight”. Moreover, only N (x) is used to reconstruct x for291
preserving the locality. Obviously, the solution a is sparse in292
the sense that it has at most p nonzero elements (p  m).293
By combining Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), the overall dimension294
reduction can be summarized as follows: 1) An anchor set D295
is generated from training data by K-means clustering; 2) We296
find the locality preserving embedding Y for it by a non-297
linear method, called Laplacian Eigenmap [47]. As this step298
is only conducted for the anchor set, there is no need to learn299
a projection function for the out-of-sample data; 3) For a new300
data point x, the sparse representation a is obtained by solving301
Eq. (7); 4) The low-dimensional embedding y is obtained by302
Eq. (6). As a result, the projection function P in our method303
can be considered as the low-dimensional embedding Y of304
the anchor set. Due to the non-linearity in Eq. (7), the entire305
procedure is non-linear as in LLE. Meanwhile, it also has an306
explicit projection function (Eq. (6) and (7)) for out-of-sample307
data. Hence, it can be concluded that our method combines the308
advantages of LLE and LPP but gets rid of their shortcomings.309
Seen from Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), two points that are close310
in the original feature space will also have similar low-311
dimensional representations after the projection, because they312
will choose similar p-NN anchor sets from D. In other words,313
these two points will finally lie very close to the embeddings314
of their corresponding anchor sets, which are also similar.315
Here, we discuss the difference between our sparse repre-316
sentation constructed by Eq. (7) and the widely used version317
expressed in Eq. (5). In principle, representations based on318
Eq. (5) fail to consider the relative position of x and N (x)319
while using Eq. (7) can achieve this goal. An intuitive illus-320
tration is shown in Figure 1, in which x1 and x2 have the same321
p-NN anchors d1 and d2. If we adopt Eq. (5), they will end up 322
with the same sparse representation (shown in bracket) because 323
they have the same distances to the anchors, and the same low- 324
dimensional representation because only distance to anchors 325
is considered, even though they might be different. On the 326
contrary, using Eq. (7) will generate the similar representations 327
but with different values, which is more reasonable in reality. 328
The above analysis clearly states that Eq. (7) and Eq. (6) 329
can lead to non-linear locality-preserving dimension reduction. 330
Then, how to solve Eq. (7) becomes the next problem. Since 331
we are aware of that some elements a j are definitely zero if 332
j /∈ N (x), it is possible to simplify Eq. (7) by discarding zero 333
elements and only focusing on the possibly non-zero ones: 334
min
a˜
‖x − D˜a˜‖2F s.t. a˜i ≥ 0, (8) 335
where D˜ ∈ Rd×p is the p-NN of x in D and a˜ ∈ Rp . Since D˜ 336
contains mixed signs and a˜ is constrained to be nonnegative, 337
Eq. (8) is actually a Semi-nonnegative Matrix Factoriza- 338
tion (SNMF) problem, which has been extensively studied 339
in [48]. An effective and efficient optimization algorithm for 340
Eq. (8) consists of two steps: 1) a˜ is randomly initialized 341
by non-negative values, and 2) the following multiplicative 342
updating rule is iteratively applied until a˜ arrives at a stationary 343
point, 344
a˜i ← a˜i
√√√√ (D˜T x)
+
i + [(D˜T D˜)−a˜]i
(D˜T x)−i + [(D˜T D˜)+a˜]i
, (9) 345
where M+ = 12 (|M| + M) and M− = 12 (|M| − M). The 346
above updating rule guarantees a local convergence of the 347
optimization. Please refer to [48] for more details. In our 348
experiments, we find that 10 to 20 iterations can lead to 349
satisfactory performance because p is usually quite small such 350
that the optimization problem is simple enough in most cases. 351
B. Optimized Anchor Embedding 352
Until now, we have introduced the non-linear locality- 353
preserving dimension reduction method, which can exploit the 354
non-linear manifold structure and has an explicit function for 355
out-of-sample data. However, there is a sign function between 356
the low-dimensional representation and the hashcode. In order 357
to preserve manifold structure in the final hashcodes, it is 358
necessary to further consider the influence of the sign function. 359
From Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) in the previous subsection, it can 360
be observed that a point will fall close to the low-dimensional 361
embedding of its p-NN anchors. Hence, the embedding of the 362
anchor set is certainly influential on the quality of hashcodes. 363
We take Figure 2(a) as an example to further explain it. 364
In this figure, red triangles represent embeddings of anchors. 365
The surrounding circles represent points that lie close to the 366
corresponding anchors.2 In good cases, near points in a circle 367
are in the same quadrant so that they will obtain the same 368
hashcodes after that sign function. In this way, the similarity 369
between data can be preserved. On the contrary, in bad cases, 370
2We use circles for the convenience of illustration. The real-world situation
is surely more complicated but intrinsically it has the same problem.
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Fig. 2. The influence of anchor embedding. (a) Original embedding.
(b) Optimized embedding.
points in a circle may fall into different quadrants resulting in371
different hashcodes after applying the sign function. In such372
situations, the similarity is no longer preserved in hashcodes.373
To avoid the bad cases, we need to adjust the embedding of374
the anchor set such that it can better preserve the similarity375
after the sign function while the initial properties in the376
embedding are retained, as illustrated in Figure 2(b). Previous377
SH methods [6], [16]–[18], [20] mostly ignored the influence378
of the anchor set but focused on the sparse representation379
only. From the above discussion, the conclusion is clear: the380
anchor set embedding plays an important role in SH methods.381
Next, we continue to introduce how to optimize the anchor382
embedding.383
From Figure 2, we can observe that the bad cases usually384
happen when the embeddings of anchors lie close to the385
coordinate axis because such a point by nature is likely to386
fall into the other side of axis and thereby obtain different387
hashcodes after the sign function. To prevent it, our intuitive388
idea is to push the close-to-axis anchors far from axis while389
preserving the geometric structure. We carry out a two-step390
scheme here to implement our idea, in which an anchor-391
embedding initialization step is followed by an anchor rotation392
step. In our scheme, the initial embedding of anchors Y is393
obtained by means of Laplacian Eigenmap [47] which solves394
the optimization problem below,395
min
Y
tr(YLYT ), s.t. YMYT = Ik, YM1m = 0, (10)396
where SD ∈ Rm×m is a pD-NN graph constructed from D,397
M is a diagonal matrix with elements Mii = ∑ j Si j , and398
L = M − SD is the Laplacian of the graph. This problem can399
be transferred to a generalized eigenvalue problem Lv = λMv,400
and can be solved by selecting the eigenvectors corresponding401
to the smallest k positive eigenvalues. After the above initial-402
ization step, it is very likely that many anchor embeddings403
are close to axis, which is harmful for hashing as we have404
explained before. In the second step of our scheme, we apply405
a rotation to Y subject to a condition that the optimized anchor406
embedding Y˜ after rotation is also the solution to Eq. (10). To407
do so, one good choice is the exploitation of an orthogonal408
rotation matrix R ∈ Rk×k (RRT = Ik and RT R = Ik), and409
set Y˜ = RY. Because we have tr(RYLYT RT ) = tr(YLYT ),410
RYMYT RT = RIkRT = Ik , and RYM1m = R0 = 0, Y˜ turns411
out to be also a solution of Eq. (10), meaning that the original 412
geometric structure in Y is perfectly preserved after a rotation 413
operation. 414
At this point, our goal becomes finding an orthogonal 415
rotation matrix R for Y such that fewer points after the rotation 416
operation (i.e., in RY) lie close to the axis, which can be 417
formulated as maximizing the total distance between RY and 418
axis below 419
max
R
O =
∑
i j
|(RY)i j |r , s.t. RRT = RT R = Ik . (11) 420
In fact, there is still an argument: a rotation can push a close- 421
to-axis anchor far from the axis, and meanwhile, it can also 422
make a far-from-axis anchor closer to the axis. This is true, 423
but the problem is not that vital. Seen from Figure 2, pushing 424
a close-to-axis anchor far is more important, because a subtle 425
change in a close-to-axis anchor can significantly reduce the 426
number of points falling into different quadrants which results 427
in different hashcodes. However, even a huge change in a far- 428
from-axis anchor may not make any difference as long as it 429
is not very close to the axis. In view of this observation, we 430
set the power parameter r ∈ (0, 1) such that the change in the 431
smaller entries has more effect on O than the larger entries. 432
Next, we need to solve this orthogonality constrained 433
optimization problem (11). The basic idea is to construct a 434
gradient flow in the feasible set which keeps increasing O 435
until it reaches a stationary point [49]. Specifically, we adopt 436
an iterative algorithm, in which the rotation R is randomly 437
initialized. At the t-th iteration, the upgradient of O at Rt is: 438
Ut = −DO(Rt ) = −r · sign(Rt Y) ◦ |Rt Y|r−1YT , (12) 439
where ◦ denotes element-wise multiplication between two 440
matrices, |·|r−1 refers to the element-wise power operation for 441
a matrix.3 A traditional gradient method will move the current 442
point along this direction with a proper step size to obtain 443
the next point. However, the new point will fail to satisfy 444
the constraint, i.e., it is not in the feasible set. Instead, the 445
upgradient is first transformed to a skew-symmetric matrix 446
Wt = Ut RTt − Rt UTt . (13) 447
We use a Crank-Nicolson-like scheme [50] for the next point: 448
Rt+1 = Rt − τWt (Rt + Rt+12 ), (14) 449
where τ is a step size satisfying Armijo-Wolfe conditions [51]. 450
Solving the above equation offers us the updating rule below: 451
Rt+1 = (Ik + τ2 Wt )
−1(Ik − τ2 Wt )Rt . (15) 452
The above rule is called Cayley transformation. Considering 453
Wt is a skew-symmetric matrix, i.e., WTt = −Wt , the matrix 454
Ik + τ2 Wt is definitely invertible and Rt+1 is orthogonal. Such 455
an updating rule will increase the value of O until conver- 456
gence. Please refer to [49, Lemma 3] for the detailed proof. 457
The overall learning algorithm for SHODE is summarized 458
3Because r ∈ (0, 1), a numeric problem may happen if (RY)i j = 0. So in
the implementation, we add a small number  (say, 10−6) to |(RY)i j |.
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Algorithm 1 Learning SHODE
in Algorithm 1, which at last outputs two key parts for the459
hashing function φ: the anchor set D and the projection P.460
For a new data point x, we first find p-NN from D and461
obtain D˜. Afterwards, we generate sparse representation a by462
solving Eq. (8). Next, we obtain a low-dimensional embedding463
y = Pa. Finally, the binary hashcode is given by h = sign(y).464
C. Complexity Analysis465
The training time of Algorithm 1 basically consists of466
3 parts. The first part is the K-means in line 1. Suppose467
Kmeans stops at the t1-th iteration, the time complexity is468
O(nmdt1). The second part is to seek the initial embedding469
described in lines 2 to 4. Precisely, constructing a pD-NN470
graph needs O(m2d + mpD), and solving Eq. (10) requires471
O(mkpDt2) if the Lanczos algorithm [52] is adopted, where t2472
means the iteration number which is usually rather small [53].473
The third part is learning R, which can be further decom-474
posed into computing Ut by Eq. (12) (O(mk2)), computing475
Wt by Eq. (13) (O(k3)), and computing Rt+1 by Eq. (15)476
(O(k3)). Suppose the iteration depicted from lines 6 to 10477
converges at t3, the total time complexity for learning R is478
O((mk2 +k3)t3). Adding them up, the overall complexity will479
be O(nmdt1 + m2d + mpD + mkpDt2 + (mk2 + k3)t3).480
Given a new data point x, the complexity to generate hash-481
codes is as follows. Searching p-NN from D needs O(pmd).482
Solving Eq. (8) via Eq. (15) requires O((pd + p2d + p2)t),483
where t is the number of iterations. And generating the low-484
dimensional representation by Eq. (6) has the complexity485
of O(pk). Therefore, the overall complexity is O(pm +(pd +486
p2d+p2)t+pk). Because t and p are usually small in practice,487
this complexity is comparable to the method in [16] and [17].488
IV. EXPERIMENTS489
A. Datasets, Metrics, Baselines and Details490
To demonstrate the effectiveness of SHODE, we adopt five491
widely used benchmark datasets for evaluation. The first one492
is CIFAR-10 [54] consisting of 60, 000 images which are493
manually divided into 10 classes each with 6, 000 images.494
Each image is represented by a 512-dimensional GIST [55]495
feature. The second one is MNIST which has 70, 000 images496
TABLE II
THE STATISTICS OF DATASETS
of handwritten digits from ‘0’ to ‘9’. The 784-dimensional 497
gray scale feature is utilized to represent each image. The third 498
dataset is NUS-WIDE [56] with 186, 577 images and each 499
image is annotated by at least one of ten classes. Each image is 500
represented by a 500-dimensional bag-of-visual-words feature 501
based on SIFT [57]. The forth dataset is SIFT1M [12] which 502
contains more than 1 million SIFT points. The fifth dataset is 503
CIFAR-100 which is similar to CIFAR-10. It has 100 classes 504
and each class has 600 images. For CIFAR-100, we adopt 505
the deep features for images which are extracted by the 506
ILSVRC2014 challenge winner GoogLeNet [58] pre-trained 507
on ImageNet. Specifically, we adopt the outputs of the last 508
fully-connected layer as the feature for each image which 509
is a 1, 024-dimensional vector. For CIFAR-10, MNIST, and 510
CIFAR-100, 10, 000 samples are randomly selected as the 511
query set and the remaining samples form the database. For 512
NUS-WIDE, 1% (1, 866) images are randomly sampled as the 513
query set, while the remaining images make up the database. 514
We refer to TableII for more detailed statistics of them. 515
We adopt two retrieval procedures, i.e., Hamming rank- 516
ing and hash lookup. Hamming ranking first computes the 517
Hamming distance between the query and all points in the 518
database and then sorts points by the distance. Points with 519
smaller distances are first returned. Hamming ranking needs a 520
linear scanning of the database. But since only bit operations 521
are required, it is usually very fast in practice. Hash lookup 522
emphasizes more on retrieval speed because it has constant 523
query time [17] with a single hash table. Following [13], [17], 524
we search within Hamming radius 2 to retrieve neighbors for 525
each query. For a Hamming ranking, we employ Precision- 526
recall curve, Precision curve and Recall curve as evaluation 527
metrics, in which the former shows the precision at different 528
recall levels, the middle reflects the precision level w.r.t. the 529
number of retrieved samples, and the latter reflects the recall 530
level w.r.t. the number of retrieved samples. On top of them, 531
mean Average Precision (mAP) defined as the area under 532
Precision-recall curve is also used. For hash lookup, we use 533
F-measure and Recall within Hamming radius 2 as metrics, 534
in which the former is the harmonic average of precision and 535
recall. For CIFAR-10, MNIST, NUS-WIDE and CIFAR-100, 536
images sharing class labels with the query are considered as 537
true positives. For SIFT1M, following [6], [59], the closest 2 538
percent of database points to the query measured by the 539
Euclidean distance are defined as the true positives of a query. 540
We employ the following unsupervised hashing methods as 541
baselines, Anchor Graph Hashing (AGH) [17], Compressed 542
Hashing (CH) [16], Compact Structure Hashing (CSH) [34], 543
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Fig. 3. Results on CIFAR-10 dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve,
64 bits. (e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
Harmonious Hashing (HamH) [59], Inductive Manifold Hash-544
ing (IMH) [6] with LE and ITQ, Isotropic Hashing (IsoH) [60],545
Iterative Quantization (ITQ) [14], Sparse Embedding and546
Least Variance Encoding (SELVE) [37], and Spectral Hash-547
ing (SpH) [13]. For Ch, CSH, and HamH, we implemented548
them ourselves. And we used the author-provided codes for the549
other methods. IMH, AGH, and CH, as well as Sparse Hashing550
methods like SHODE, rely on two parameters. The first is the551
size of the anchor set, i.e., m, and the second is p for searching552
p-NN from anchor set to construct sparse representation a for553
a new data point. For a meaningful comparison, we perform554
grid search (m ∈ [100 : 100 : 2000] and p ∈ [1 : 10]) and555
report the best results of them. For the other baselines like556
ITQ, we use the default settings provided by their authors557
since most of them do not have important model parameters.558
Moreover, because this paper focuses on the unsupervised559
setting where no supervision is provided, thereby not560
comparing it to the supervised hashing methods, like561
Kernelized Supervised Hashing [61] and deep hashing562
methods shown in Section II.563
When compared to baselines, we consistently use the564
following settings. To generate the anchor set, we run565
K-means and stop at the 100th iteration, and the anchor set566
size is m = 1, 000. To generate initial embedding Y by567
Laplacian Eigenmap, we set pD = 5 with the Heat kernel.568
In Algorithm 1, the power parameter r is set to 0.5, p is set to569
3 for constructing sparse representation a, and when solving a˜570
iteratively by Eq. (8), we terminate at the 20th iteration. The571
effect of two key parameters, m and p, will be shown later.572
Experiments are conducted on a computer with Intel Core573
i7-2600 CPU and 16GB RAM. All numeric results reported574
in this paper are the average values of 25 repeated runs.575
B. Results and Discussions 576
The results on five datasets are shown in Figures 3 to 7 577
respectively. It can be observed that SHODE significantly 578
outperforms the baselines. Besides, the results also reveal the 579
following important points. 1) SHODE and IMH achieve the 580
best performance, especially when measured by F-measure 581
with long hashcodes. This is because they adopt non-linear 582
projection which can better preserve the manifold structure. 583
In addition, their non-linear function can avoid over- 584
segmentation of space as in linear methods like ITQ, which 585
increases the collision probability in the hashtable. Thus, they 586
can retrieve more points (high recall) with high precision, 587
which highlights the advantage of SH. 2) SHODE takes the 588
influence of anchors on hashcodes into consideration and 589
finds the optimal embedding of anchors, thereby improving 590
the quality of hashcodes. In comparison with other Sparse 591
Hashing methods that completely neglect the effect of anchor 592
embedding, e.g., IMH and AGH, our performance is much 593
better than theirs. 594
In addition, to evaluate the significance of the improvements 595
by SHODE over the other baseline methods, we perform 596
paired-sample t-test on all datasets with different hashcode 597
length. In our experiment, we perform 25 repeated runs for 598
each hashcode length with random data split and all methods 599
follow the same data split. For each method, we take the 600
corresponding mAP values of 25 runs as samples from its 601
mAP distribution, and compare them between algorithms for 602
the significant tests. The significance level is set to 0.01 603
as a typical value. The results show that the p-value in 604
almost all significance tests between SHODE and the other 605
baseline methods is smaller than 10−7, which is far less 606
than the significance level 0.01, indicating that the improve- 607
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Fig. 4. Results on MNIST dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve, 64 bits.
(e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
Fig. 5. Results on NUS-WIDE dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve,
64 bits. (e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
ments gained by SHODE over the baselines are statistically608
significant.609
The effects of m and p on system performance are shown610
in Figures 8(a) and 8(b) respectively. Seen from the results,611
on the one hand, if m is too small, the non-linear manifold612
cannot be well preserved. On the other hand, increasing m can613
help to improve the performance in the beginning but it will 614
be saturated at a certain point, which means further increase 615
of m after this point does not improve the performance that 616
much. Differently, varying value p within a certain range 617
(e.g., p < 20) does not seem to influence the performance 618
dramatically in the sense that the p-mAP curve looks like a 619
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Fig. 6. Results on SIFT1M dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve, 64 bits.
(e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
Fig. 7. Results on CIFAR-100 dataset. (a) F-measure in Hamming 2. (b) Recall in Hamming 2. (c) mean Average Precision. (d) Precision-recall curve,
64 bits. (e) Precision curve, 64 bits. (f) Recall curve, 64 bits.
flat line. However, if p is too large (say, 50), anchors not620
close to data will be selected to compute a, which will break621
the locality and decrease the performance. Figure 8(c) shows622
the objective function value in Eq. (11) w.r.t. the number of623
iterations. We can observe the objective function can increase624
steadily with more iterations and will converge within 100 iter-625
ations, which validates the effectiveness of Algorithm 1.626
Figure 8(d) plots the mAP w.r.t. the number of iterations 627
in Algorithm 1. It can be observed that mAP value keeps 628
increasing with more iterations until the algorithm converges. 629
In addition, there is an important result we need to mention 630
that the mAP of SHODE at iteration 0 is much worse than 631
the optimal mAP. In fact, at iteration 0, the anchor embedding 632
is not optimized at all. This phenomenon demonstrates that 633
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Fig. 8. Effects on parameters (all under 32 bits). (a) Effect of m (p = 3). (b) Effect of p (m = 1, 000). (c) Convergence study. (d) mAP w.r.t. #iteration.
1) the anchor embedding is indeed important for sparse634
hashing and optimizing the embedding of anchors does lead to635
higher hashing quality, and 2) with better anchor embedding,636
SHODE performs better, which is also the motivation of this637
paper.638
V. CONCLUSION639
In this paper, we proposed a novel Sparse Hashing method,640
namely SHODE, for scalable retrieval. Based on the sparse641
representation, a non-linear locality-preserving dimension642
reduction method was presented. Moreover, we discovered643
the importance of the anchor embedding for Sparse Hashing644
and proposed a novel method to find the optimized anchor645
embedding. An efficient learning algorithm was given for opti-646
mization. Extensive experiments on five benchmark datasets647
have verified our motivation and the superiority of SHODE.648
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